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Key Takeaways

- Prospects for European utilities generally improved in the past year as they came to
terms with pandemic-induced changes to the markets and continued to align
themselves more closely with the stronger political commitment to the energy transition,
specifically a net-zero carbon economy by 2050.

- This commitment is creating conditions for an investment supercycle, given that
European energy policies aim to double renewables capacity by 2050 and need to
strengthen power networks amid low interest rates and increasing investor appetite for
sustainable finance.

- What's more, we expect the sector this year as a whole will continue to contain key
downside risks triggered by the pandemic, including lower energy demand, lower power
prices, bad debt, and supply chain disruption.

- Yet, all players will not benefit the same way in coming years in our view and lead to a
greater divergence in operating performance, depending on their business portfolios,
in-house expertise, and strategies.

- Utilities most exposed to renewables and power networks will perform better, we
believe, than those exposed to commodity-linked generation, retail, and supply or gas
infrastructure--all less aligned with a net-zero carbon economy.

A year after the start of the pandemic and as the reporting season begins, European utilities are
showing that their business models have stood the test of hard times. What's more, they played a
critical role during the crisis, providing uninterrupted service despite operating challenges amid
social-distancing measures and lockdowns. They generally entered the pandemic with solid
fundamentals, notably though the continuous strengthening of their activities in recent years,
including a growing share of regulated networks and long-term contracted renewables to press on
with the energy transition and sector decarbonization (see chart 1). Indeed, in 2020 European
policymakers elevated the continent's decarbonization ambitions, with the energy transition
becoming a pillar of the economic recovery strategy. As a result, we believe now is the time to
analyze what all of this means for the sector and which companies we expect will most benefit.
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Chart 1

Alignment with net-zero carbon policies and balance sheets diverge

European governments have now ambitiously raised their sights, aiming for a net-zero carbon
economy by 2050, which implies a huge push for renewables and other low-carbon energy
solutions. Here, utilities have a singular role to play in reaching those goals. Many of them have
prepared themselves over the past decade for a greener economy (see charts 2 and 3). Yet, not all
European utilities have been able to accelerate this transformation due to political, geographic, or
system constraints; and sometimes because of defiance from managerial teams that saw more
short-term benefits in leveraging existing assets rather than investing in longer-term greener
projects. As a result, we now see divergence across the sector in companies' ability to effectively
seize the investment opportunities offered by new European policies. The differences include
whether a utility has already built a strong renewables platform with in-house expertise and a
strong project pipeline, is still exposed to a large fuel-based generation fleet, has a large gas
infrastructure base, and whether it has the financial means to accelerate investment.

European utilities started to accelerate their transformation in 2016, when power prices crashed
on the heels of lower commodity prices due to the development of U.S. shale gas. They moved
away from merchant-based and fossil-fuel generation and grew into renewables that were
becoming cheaper, and more important, long-term contracted. They created more defensive
profiles but also addressed rising environmental concerns, exiting energy sources that polluted
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the most. At the same time, governments made stronger commitments, for example, as
signatories to The Paris Agreement in 2015.

Chart 2
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Chart 3

The exit sometimes took the form of plant closures, either proactively given weaker economics for
plants or forced by governments. Yet, the fastest way to decarbonize the fleet was more often
through asset disposals. We see this decreasing exposure to coal and gas generation as generally
positive because it reduces inherent earnings volatility stemming from the merchant nature of
these operations and the link with the fuel commodity market. We also see risks from a potential
rise in carbon prices, which would increasingly weaken the economics of such assets. We believe
these risks have now increased, especially since carbon prices have risen and the penetration of
renewables continues to grow, displacing these higher variable-cost energy sources and
ultimately reducing their utilization rates. What's more, the upcoming introduction of the
European taxonomy may further accelerate the decline of conventional generation over the
coming decade by driving away capital flows for such assets.

On the other hand, investments in renewables and power networks have increased and will fully
benefit from further growth in the coming years. European policies took a significant
environmental turn, with the allocation of massive funds to accompany the energy transition,
higher targets for renewables, and ultimately commitments to a net-zero carbon economy. In the
U.S., where some of European utilities have significant exposure, the election of President Joe
Biden will likely also foster an acceleration in the energy transition. Ultimately, these
developments point to a much more favorable environment for utilities. While competition
increases and returns decrease from historically high levels, we see the risks of renewables as
still contained and manageable. This is because technologies have matured, and these projects
are still largely governed by long-term fixed or floored prices, providing earnings visibility.

This said, we see mounting risks from new entrants, in particular oil and gas players, but at this
stage we believe utilities, as early movers in the renewables space, will maintain some degree of a
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competitive edge. We also believe that investment opportunities will increase, allowing room for
more players. Just as well, it may become more difficult for laggards to catch up now that new,
large competitors join the race. While we see the emergence of merchant-exposed renewable
projects, we don't believe there will be many and if so, it is probable that a long-term power
purchase agreement would be signed prior to project commissioning for most output to remove
the price risk. This is because all sectors need to decarbonize, and demand for securing such
green energy is growing among industrials.

Energy transition champions

We see the emergence of energy transition champions that should be able to deliver superior
growth of secured cash flow for the coming decade, stemming primarily from regulated asset base
growth on electricity networks but also long-term contracted earnings from relatively young
renewable asset portfolios (see charts 4 and 5). We also believe these utilities are becoming more
defensive, which is credit positive. We see large investments in electricity networks in particular to
accompany the growth of renewables and strengthen both resilience and efficiency over the
coming decade, while for the most efficient operators, the associated costs could remain
manageable thanks to the greater integration of automation and digitalization. We believe this is
key as affordability will remain an important theme for the energy transition.

We also think that despite an increasingly competitive landscape for renewables, they will benefit
from their current positioning ahead of the curve in the energy transition. This is notably thanks to
their existing portfolio of assets, generally sitting on high-quality sites, which could sometimes be
expanded; the experience and expertise they have gained in recent years, which we believe takes
time to build; the scale they have reached in renewables, allowing for seizing best opportunities
and benefiting from cost efficiencies (for example, procurement and asset management); and the
identified pipeline they have built, offering more optionality.

We believe all these strengths are further supported by the favorable environment where the
energy transition is taking place. The push is driven by a convergence of forces, from market
demand (increasing customer awareness about decarbonization needs), to policymakers
(net-zero carbon commitments), regulators (increasingly integrating climate change targets) and
investors (financial market and banks), which aim to build a portfolio of more environmentally
friendly assets. Therefore, we do not see market fundamentals deviating from these currently
favorable drivers over the coming years.
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Chart 4
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Chart 5

Allowing for some additional flexibility to finance large, secured
investment pipelines of defensive assets

We understand that as we enter this investment supercycle for the sector, the investment pipeline
and capital investment will surge (see chart 6), and balance sheets will become more stretched to
effectively seize these opportunities. This is notably because as heavy investments are made,
cash flow usually follows some years later. Yet, we believe that as investments progress and
projects are commissioned, and to the extent that construction phases are not overly complex and
projects will offer highly secured cash flow, business risk profiles will gradually strengthen. As a
result, we could see manageable risks during this growth phase for energy transition champions
and improving credit quality over time, which we aim to better reflect in our credit ratings.

This potential upside for the ratings is definitely not a blank check and heavily depends on our
assessment about whether utilities have a well-established and diversified asset base, combined
with a solid track record to execute such a pipeline, as well as the exact mix and degree of maturity
of the investments that each player will develop. We would particularly allow for more flexibility for
those investing more in European electricity networks, because we view much more positively
their regulated nature, than for renewable projects. On the contrary, we are likely to remain
prudent about unproven yet promising technologies like hydrogen, carbon capture and storage, or
battery storage, although we believe investments in these technologies will remain contained over
the next five years (see "Clean Hydrogen Investment Is Still A Leap Of Faith For European Utilities,"
published on Nov. 16, 2020).
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Chart 6

At the same time, we remain cautious about whether transformational mergers and acquisitions
could occur, to accelerate further the sector transformation. We believe that the willingness to
accelerate business transformation adds some degree of additional risk, as it may imply drastic
asset rotation and stretched credit metrics for some time, on top of execution and integration
risks. Our stance would therefore be more conservative under such scenario.

Acknowledging that cheaper (and greener) financing helps
transformation

Another favorable element we view for the sector is improving financing conditions. This is
particularly important since utilities are in a heavy investment phase. Debt capital is at historical
lows in Europe, and we expect this to continue in the coming years. As the sector is mostly
entrenched in the 'BBB' and 'A' rating categories, access and cost are particularly attractive.
What's more, we see more favorable conditions stemming from European funds facilitating the
energy transition, in particular in southern Europe, while the European Central Bank favors
sustainable finance transactions in its buyback program. Adding massively increasing investor
appetite for sustainable and green capital, we see how European utilities could benefit from
attractive conditions more than other sectors. This reinforces our view about their ability to
effectively deliver on their growth ambitions.
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Downside risks from COVID-19 constraints are generally contained for
the sector

When the pandemic started and lockdowns measures were put into place in March 2020, we listed
a series of downside risks and uncertainties the sector was facing, including increases in bad
debt, negative policy measures, operating disruptions, and declines in power demand and prices.
Ultimately, all of it happened but to a lesser extent that we anticipated, and it did not jeopardize
utilities' earnings, apart from a few exceptions (Statkraft, EDF). Bad debt provisions have
increased but remained contained, with proven ability from the sector to closely pilot invoicing,
notably thanks to greater use of digitalization. Lower volumes will also affect the financial
performance of network activities in 2020, but cost recovery mechanisms enshrined in the
regulation will effectively work to compensate for losses over 2021-2022. Power prices were
ultimately the most obvious sensitivity, with a large drop in 2020 due to lower demand, but we also
see a strong rebound from 2021 and market fundamentals remain well oriented over 2022-2025
(see "The Energy Transition And What It Means For European Power Prices And Producers:
January 2021 Update" published on Jan. 27, 2021). On top of this, prudent hedging policies across
the sector have allowed merchant power generators to navigate the storm last year and should
this year. All together, we believe this underpins the sector's resilience, notably comparison with
that of most corporate sectors.

On the other hand, as mentioned above, we did not anticipate that European governments would
respond to the pandemic by accelerating the energy transition and establishing it as a pillar of the
European economic recovery.

Lower regulatory returns are dampening our upbeat tone somewhat

We perceive a risk from the current disconnect between recently adopted energy policies and the
continued emphasis on affordability, which is a dilemma for network operators as investment
needs increase and remuneration reduces. While we see this negative development across Europe
and an additional pressure on cash flow for networks, we continue to see the region's regulatory
frameworks as supportive for now. We recognize that recent regulatory outcomes factor in the
lower cost of capital. Yet, these lower outcomes may also reflect a harsher stance from regulators
toward shareholders because network owners have offered generous dividend payments in the
past years. In some markets, much lower remuneration could result in subdued investments--as
may be the case in the U.K. and Sweden (see "Various Rating Actions Taken On U.K. Gas Networks
Amid Upcoming Regulatory Review And Tougher Operating Conditions," published on April 30,
2020). Regulations may allow for some capex flexibility, including the possibility to review some
regulatory aspects depending on certain market developments during the period, but we believe it
creates an additional degree of uncertainty for networks. Nevertheless, network operators may
feel pressure to invest so they do not become a bottleneck for the energy transition and to ensure
their operating performance meets regulatory targets. For example, some network operators have
flagged an increased risk of power deficits in the systems and tighter capacity margins, which
together increase the risk of blackouts or power cuts. Eventually regulations will adapt to these
new energy transition ambitions, but it may take time and increase operating risks for operators.

Ultimately, Despite our view that remuneration levels have become tighter, we continue to see
these regulated network activities as defensive and generally benefiting from solid credit
characteristics.
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Greater uncertain about coal, gas, and nuclear

We believe players exposed to coal, gas, and nuclear assets face greater risks. Europe needs to
manage the phase-out of legacy technologies that carry environmental risks.

For coal and lignite, governments are trying to provide visibility about plant closures to allow for an
orderly exit, eventually with a compensation mechanism. For instance, we believe the plan in
Germany is generally positive for coal and lignite operators, in spite of the early closures. We
expect European utilities will be willing to shut down their fossil fuel assets as environmental,
social, and governance pressures rise, and the economics become weaker for European coal and
lignite assets (see "The Path To Germany’s Coal Exit Has Diverging Credit Implications For
Utilities," published Nov. 16, 2020).

For gas, which in a European context is viewed as a transition energy, the situation is more
complex. Carbonized gas will remain a key European energy source for decades, but growth is
likely over and a decline looks inevitable. As a result, investments in new gas-fired power plants
are becoming more difficult to come by; there are limited growth prospects for gas infrastructure;
and alternative growth paths, like diversifying into hydrogen, carry technological and regulatory
uncertainties. Regulatory pressures on these gas networks are also rising in several countries,
such as Spain and the U.K. (see "As Europe’s Gas Markets Slowly Stall, Gas Producers’ And
Utilities’ Business Risks May Rise," published Nov. 16). Therefore, we are seeing regulators
sending signals in this respect, either by increasing the beta (measuring the volatility of earnings)
to determine the weighted average cost of capital used for the remuneration of the asset base
(like in France), reflecting higher uncertainties and risks for this infrastructure asset class, or by
increasing the allowed depreciation (like in the Netherlands), pointing to a shorter asset life. All in,
we see regulated gas networks in Europe as still benefiting from generally stable and supportive
regulatory frameworks in the coming three to five years. Longer term, we see a likely need for
these operators to gradually lower debt to manage a likely decline in asset base and, therefore,
regulated revenues.
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Chart 7

The role of nuclear in Europe remains in limbo, with no decision yet about the position of this
low-carbon technology, which bears other risks such as safety and waste management. What's
more, the sector faces a loss of expertise and know-how throughout the value chain, as reflected
in the numerous delays and cost overruns from new projects (Flamanville in France, Hinkley Point
C in the U.K., or OL3 in Finland). At the same time, France is currently negotiating with Europe for a
new, more protective framework for nuclear energy, which may provide somewhat better
prospects for the industry. But from official statements so far, this will not come for free.

Finally, promising business prospects for downstream activities across Europe are not emerging
that easily. Supply and retail activities remain highly competitive, and margins are increasingly
tight. Utilities are not finding it easy to develop profitable growth in customer solutions, notably
stemming from an increase in digital services. Charging station networks are being sold by
utilities. And the value in customer data is not that easy to monetize. Ultimately, we believe
utilities involved in retail will still see some benefits from their vertical hedge, but that will vary
from country to country. However, we recognize that increasing digitalization, combined with a
large customer base, will reduce costs drastically, preserve margins, and support the affordability
of the energy transition for end-users.

This report does not constitute a rating action.
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